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publications-media/
building-trends-mass-timber/

As of September 2021, in the US, 1,241 multi-family, commercial, or institutional 
projects have been constructed with, or are in design with, mass timber.

* This total includes modern mass timber and post-and-beam structures built since 2013

Source: WoodWorks, September 30, 2021

Current State of Mass Timber Projects
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» Submit questions in the Q&A box 
at the bottom of your screen as 
they come up in the 
presentations. We will get to as 
many questions as possible.

Ask Questions through the Q&A Box



Interior Wall and Floor Assemblies in 
Mid-Rise Multi-Family: Designing for 
Fire, Acoustics & Structure

Presented by Karen Gesa, Ricky McLain & Ashley Cagle



“The Wood Products Council” is a 
Registered Provider with The American 
Institute of Architects Continuing 
Education Systems (AIA/CES), Provider 
#G516.

Credit(s) earned on completion of this 
course will be reported to for 
AIA members. Certificates of Completion 
for both AIA members and non-AIA 
members are available upon request.

This course is registered with 
for continuing professional education. 
As such, it does not include content 
that may be deemed or construed to 
be an approval or endorsement by the 
AIA of any material of construction or 
any method or manner of handling, 
using, distributing, or dealing in any 
material or product.

______________________________
Questions related to specific materials, methods, 
and services will be addressed at the conclusion of 
this presentation.



What are the pros and cons of using a single stud wall vs. a staggered stud wall for dwelling 
unit separation? Do you need sprinklers or fireblocking in the floor cavity of your wood joist 
floor assembly? How can you meet code requirements for fire-resistance continuity of 
corridor walls while also having numerous mechanical elements puncturing those walls? If 
you have questions like this, you won’t want to miss this webinar focused on practical 

solutions for commonly asked multi-family design questions. Join us for this third session in 
our 2021 series of deep dives into this topic as we take a step-by-step approach to the design 
and selection of interior walls (unit demising, corridor, shafts and firewalls) and floor/ceiling 
assemblies and discuss how the fire-resistance, acoustical performance and structural load 
resolution of these assemblies can be simultaneously achieved. We’ll analyze example details 

and assemblies, contrast different assembly options, learn how to make modifications to 
tested wall assemblies, answer questions that arose during the first two sessions in this 
series, and look at tools you can use to evaluate your options.



July 2021 Workshop
Fire, Acoustics, and Structural Detailing of Light-Frame Interior Walls
https://www.woodinstitute.org/enrol/index.php?id=207

November 2021 Symposium 
Fire, Acoustics, and Structural Detailing of Light-Frame Horizontal Assemblies
https://www.woodinstitute.org/enrol/index.php?id=212

December 8 Webinar 
Wrap up on interior floor and wall assemblies
Answering follow-up questions, commonly asked questions
https://www.woodinstitute.org/enrol/index.php?id=218

February 2022 Symposium
Exterior walls: Assemblies, Fire Resistance Ratings, Claddings and Details
https://www.woodinstitute.org/course/view.php?id=228

3-Part Series on Light-Frame Interior Detailing



Today’s Agenda: Light-Frame Interior Detailing

Fire-resistance and acoustics of interior walls | Impacts of:
• Stud size and spacing
• Addition of sheathing layers
• Addition of insulation

Shaftliner Panel Systems
• Assembly options
• Detailing at floor supports
• Mass timber floor to shaft wall interface

Firewalls
• Floor sheathing continuity 
• Seismic joints
• Material allowances



How do I determine fire rating and STC?

What if I need to alter the tested wall 
assembly?



IBC allows multiple methods to determine fire resistance in 703.3:



Common methods for determining fire rating

1. Tested assemblies published by:
a. Underwriters Laboratories (UL)
b. Gypsum Association (GA)
c. US Gypsum Corporation (USG)
d. National Gypsum
e. American Wood Council (AWC) DCA-3
f. Proprietary sheathing/insulation manuf

2. IBC prescriptive assemblies per section 721
3. IBC calculated method per section 722

a. Component Additive Method (CAM)



UL-rated wall assemblies

https://iq.ulprospector.com/en/_?tt=1002
Challenge:
• Not typically an STC listed
• Fixed stud size/spacing



GA-600 wall assemblies

Has several wall assemblies with stud spacing at 24”



USG wall assemblies



National Gypsum Wall assemblies



AWC wall assemblies

American Wood Council publication DCA-3 that has 1- and 2-hour rated assemblies, 
many with STC and IIC information:



Proprietary wall sheathing or insulation



Prescriptive through IBC
IBC Section 721 has pages of prescriptive assemblies based on testing 

using ASTM E 119 or UL 263:



Calculated method through IBC 722/DCA 4



Calculated method through IBC 722/DCA 4



https://awc.org/codes-
standards/publications/tr10



What if your stud 
spacing/size varies?



What if your stud spacing/size varies?

Let’s say we need a 1-hour corridor wall with STC >=50 and choose this assembly:

Then the engineer needs to increase the stud size or decrease the spacing.  Or 
perhaps he/she needs a layer of wood sheathing for shear resistance.  



What if your stud spacing/size varies?
Typically having more or larger studs shouldn’t affect the 

fire-rating chosen.

There are a couple of references that confirm this:

Notes 15 & 16 of the Gypsum Association Fire Resistance Design Manual state that 
studs can be larger than noted in the assembly and that stud spacings noted are max:

Section VI of the UL Fire Design Information essentially notes the same:



What if your stud spacing/size varies?

If your stud/joist size is smaller or spacing is larger than 

the tested assembly, you’ll generally need to show 

conformance to fire resistance with another method.

https://www.woodworks.org/experttip/what-options-exist-for-1-hour-rated-floor-
and-roof-assemblies-where-floor-joists-less-than-2x10-in-depth-are-desired/



What if your stud spacing/size varies?
Acoustically, more studs or larger studs can reduce the STC.

Fewer studs increases the STC.



What if your stud spacing/size varies?
So here is the challenge:

More studs or larger studs – fire rating ok, acoustics may not be

Fewer studs or smaller studs – acoustics ok, fire rating may not be

Possible solutions:

1. Choose assembly for acoustics first, then calculate the fire-rating 

if needed

2. Alternate Method of determining STC/IIC: 

IBC 1206.2 & 1206.3

Both STC and IIC may be “established by engineering analysis 

based on a comparison of floor-ceiling assemblies having 

[STC/IIC] ratings as determined by the test procedures.”



What if you need to add a 
layer of wood sheathing?



What if you add a layer of wood sheathing?

Adding sheathing will not negatively affect the fire rating of a 
wall.

https://www.woodworks.org/experttip/adding-wood-structural-
panels-to-a-fire-tested-wall-assembly/



What if you add a layer of wood sheathing?

Adding sheathing will not negatively affect the STC of a wall 
provided:
1. It does not impede the performance of a resilient channel
2. It does not change the depth of an air space.



What if you add a layer of wood sheathing?

• For walls with resilient channels, put WSP on opposite 
side of wall

• For highly loaded shear walls, can use double layer of 
sheathing on same side of wall



WSP placement in double stud walls – big impact on STC

What if you add a layer of wood sheathing?



What if you add a layer of wood sheathing?

https://www.woodworks.org/experttip/can-wood-structural-panels-added-
acoustically-tested-wall-assembly/



What if you need to add 
insulation?



Fire Resistance – Insulation Effects

“When not specified as a component of a 
fire tested wall or partition system, 
mineral fiber, glass fiber, or cellulose 
fiber insulation of a thickness not 
exceeding that of the stud depth shall be 
permitted to be added within the stud 
cavity.”



"The addition of up to 16-3/4 inches of 0.5 pcf
glass fiber insulation (R-40), either batt or loose-
fill, to any 1- or 2-hour fire resistance rated floor-
ceiling or roof-ceiling system having a cavity deep 
enough to accept the insulation is permitted 
provided that one additional layer of 
either 1/2 inch or 5/8 inch type X gypsum board is 
applied to the ceiling. The additional layer of 
gypsum board shall be applied as described for 
the face layer of the tested system except that the 
fastener length shall be increased by not less than 
the thickness of the additional layer of gypsum 
board." 

Section 1.12 Gypsum Association’s 
Fire Resistance Design Manual 

Fire Resistance – Insulation Effects



Why would I use a shaftliner
panel system as a shaft 

wall?



Shaft Walls – Material Options and Detailing Impacts

Shaftliner Panels Steel Studs, Wood Studs

Mass Timber



Shaftliner Systems - Benefits & Limitations

Benefits
• Allows installation from one side only 

– useful in small MEP shafts where 
finishing from inside isn’t possible

Limitations
• Some have height limitations, both 

per story and overall system
• Not structural, requires back-up 

wood wall



Shaftliner Systems – Configuration Options

Source: Georgia Pacific

Source: UL U375

H-Stud Option

Source: Clark Dietrich



Shaftliner Systems – Configuration Options

Source: USG

H-Stud Option

Source: Clark Dietrich



Shaftliner Systems – Configuration Options

H-stud shaftliner with 
wood stud wall backup

3 sides of wood shaft walls 
installed first. If shaft is 
small enough, might 
suggest shaftliner system 
on more than one side



Shaftliner Systems – Configuration Options

Source: Clark Dietrich

CH-Stud Option

Source: USG

Source: Clark Dietrich

No wood backup wall



Shaftliner Systems – Configuration Options

CH-stud shaftliner

3 sides of wood shaft walls 
installed first. If shaft is 
small enough, might 
suggest shaftliner system 
on more than one side



Why do shaftliner panel 
height limits exist and how 

can I meet them in a 5+ 
story building?



Shaftliner Systems – Height Limits

Why do you need to support 
shaftliner panels?
• H-studs are non-structural
• Can only resist nominal 

horizontal pressures and 
self weight (but limited on 
self weight capacity)



Shaftliner Systems – Height Limits

Can also perform a structural analysis of the walls, especially when stacking 
multiple stories, to verify adequacy



Shaftliner Systems – Height Limits

Example Shaftliner Clip Attachment Schedule per UL 

U375

System No. System Height 
Limitation

Attachment Clip 
Schedule

1 23 ft 10 ft o.c.
2 44 ft Base to 20 ft: 5 ft o.c.

20 ft to 44 ft: 10 ft o.c.
3 66 ft Base to 22 ft: 3’-4” o.c.

22 ft to 42 ft: 5 ft o.c.
42 ft to 66 ft: 10 ft o.c.

H-Stud 
Source: Clarkdietrich



Doesn’t the shaftliner
system need to bypass the 

floor?



Shaft Wall Code Requirements

Code requirements for shaft enclosures contained in IBC Section 713

• IBC 713.2: Shaft Walls shall be constructed as Fire Barriers
• Many shaft wall provisions contained in IBC Section 707 – Fire 

Barriers



Shaft Wall Code Requirements

SECTION 713

SHAFT ENCLOSURES

713.5 Continuity.

Shaft enclosures shall have continuity in accordance with 707.5 for fire barriers.

SECION 707

FIRE BARRIERS

707.5 Continuity.

Fire barriers shall extend from the top of the foundation or floor/ceiling assembly
below to the underside of the floor or roof sheathing, slab or deck above and shall be
securely attached thereto. Such fire barriers shall be continuous though concealed
space such as the space above a suspended ceiling. Joints and voids at
intersections shall comply with Sections 707.8 and 707.9.



Shaft Wall Code Requirements



Shaft Wall Code Requirements



Shaft Wall Code Requirements

The continuity of the fire barrier’s fire protection can be 
maintained even if the wall framing does not extend to the 

underside of the decking above



Shaft Wall Code Requirements

Non-bypassing details with noncombustible construction 

Source: Georgia Pacific



How do I support a 
shaftliner panel system on a 

wood floor assembly? 



Shaftliner Systems – Support Details

Floor sheathing 
cantilevers out to 
support shaftliner
system self-weight



Shaftliner Systems – Support Details

Steel angle attached to wood 
rim joist supports shaftliner
system self-weight



Shaftliner Systems – Support Details

Steel plate attached to 
top of wood floor 
supports shaftliner
system self-weight



Shaftliner Systems – Support Details

Shaftliner system 
self-weight 
supported on wood 
floor in platform 
framed condition



What about shaftliner
systems combined with 

mass timber floors?



Shaftliner Systems – Support Details



Shaftliner Systems – Support Details



Shaftliner Systems – Support Details

Recall fire barrier continuity 
definition:

shall extend … to the 
underside of the floor or roof 
sheathing, slab or deck 
above and shall be securely 
attached thereto

CLT is the “slab” and it is not 
disrupting the continuity of 
the shaft wall



Shaftliner Systems – Support Details



Seismic Considerations 
for Fire Walls



Fire Walls – Seismic Diaphragm Continuity

SEAoSC Opinion Paper



2018 IBC:

NFPA 221:

–



But what if we want a 
seismic separation?



Fire Walls – Seismic Joint



Fire Walls – Seismic Joint
? ??



Fire Walls – Seismic Joint



2018 IBC Provisions 
for Structural Stability

Fire Walls – Seismic Joint



Fire Walls – Seismic Jointgap



What if we want 
diaphragm continuity 

but we’re in a lower SDC?



Fire Walls – Seismic Diaphragm Continuity

2018 IBC Provisions allow
floor sheathing through firewall 

under certain conditions



Fire Walls – Seismic Diaphragm Continuity



–



FIRE WALL
ROOF ASSEMBLY
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FIRE WALL TO ROOF: OPTION 1

Fire Walls – Vertical Continuity

• Fire walls are required to be 
continuous from foundation to roof



FIRE WALL
ROOF ASSEMBLY

FIRE WALL TO ROOF: OPTION 2

FIRE WALL TERMINATES AT

UNDERSIDE OF COMBUSTIBLE

ROOF SHEATHING

IN CONSTRUCTION TYPES III, IV OR V

- NO OPENINGS IN ROOF WITHIN 4FT OF FIRE WALL

- MIN. CLASS B ROOF COVERING

- ROOF SHEATHING/DECK MIN. 4FT EACH SIDE OF WALL IS FRT

        OR UNDERSIDE OF SHEATHING IS COVERED WITH  58"

        TYPE X GYPSUM

Fire Walls – Vertical Continuity



Fire Walls – Vertical Continuity



Are the studs required to 
be FRT?

No!



Could we use FRT in lieu 
of noncombustible?



602.3 Type III.

Type III construction is that type of construction in which the exterior walls are of 
noncombustible materials and the interior building elements are of any material 
permitted by this code. Fire-retardant-treated wood framing and sheathing complying 
with Section 2303.2 shall be permitted within exterior wall assemblies of a 2-hour rating 
or less.

Commentary:

Although fire-retardant-treated wood (FRTW) does not meet the specifications of the code 
as a noncombustible material, it is permitted as a substitute for noncombustible materials 
for framing and sheathing within exterior wall assemblies of Type III construction. …the 
required fire-resistance rating of the exterior wall must not be greater than 2 hours.

Exterior Walls – Materials



706.3 Materials.

Fire walls shall be of any approved noncombustible materials.

Exception: Buildings of Type V construction.

Commentary:

This section requires that fire walls be constructed of noncombustible materials unless 
both buildings are of Type V (combustible) construction. This is consistent with the 
provisions of Section 602, which require exterior walls of buildings of Type I, II, III and IV to 
be built of noncombustible construction, while buildings of Type V construction are 
permitted to be built of combustible exterior walls.

Fire Walls – Materials



Fire Walls – Ratings



This concludes The American 
Institute of Architects Continuing 
Education Systems Course

Ashley Cagle, PE, SE
WoodWorks – Wood Products Council
Ashley.cagle@woodworks.org
703.201.3910

Karen Gesa, PE
WoodWorks – Wood Products Council
Karen.Gesa@woodworks.org
703.789.6096

Ricky McLain, PE, SE
WoodWorks – Wood Products Council
Ricky.McLain@woodworks.org
802.498.3310
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